Testimonials
Holistic could not have been a more supportive,
efficient and responsive organization to work
with when it came time to put together a
team of caregivers for my parents. They took
enormous trouble to understand who my
parents are and what they need. They provided
an excellent group of prospective candidates.
They helped with selection, scheduling, and
the details of payroll, etc. And they have been
there to resolve even the smallest issues ever
since. As a result, my parents are being looked
after by a wonderful group of caring, welltrained and trustworthy caregivers, some of
whom feel like family even though they have
only been in our lives for a few months. I could
not think more highly of Holistic HomeCare
and the people who run it. I’m not sure where
my family would be without them.
– Rachel U.
The incredible advantage is the time you all
take to thoroughly vet the qualifications of your
caregivers, offer options, and search for
the right fit. It’s such a far cry from regular
agencies—really entirely different services. We
are OK now, thanks in large part to everything
that all of you did for us. I just couldn’t have
made it through without your support and
expertise. Thank you very much.
– Betsy Todd, RN
One of my clients had an urgent need for a
companion. Her mental health had recently
deteriorated to the point where she could
not safely be alone in her apartment. I called
Holistic HomeCare Associates and within a
couple of days I hired two wonderful caregivers who my client immediately embraced;
they took the necessary initiative in caring
for my client both medically and emotionally.
– Teresa Grant Stoeth, Elder Law Attorney
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Why Work With Us?

How Do Our Fees Work?

Choice + Control + Quality = Peace of Mind

We offer a new industry-first and unique
payment plan, the Placement & Payroll Plan.

CHOICE—of caregivers

EPP: The Placement and Payoll Plan (PPP)

•
Anne Sansevero

Rick Gang

Holistic HomeCare Associates (HHCA) is a

licensed and bonded employment agency founded
by Anne Sansevero and Rick Gang.
With experience comes excellence. Anne and Rick
have over 30 collective years of expertise in the field
of Aging Life Care and recognize that successfully
aging in place requires the strength, quality and
commitment of an exceptional caregiving team.
HHCA is dedicated to delivering peace of mind by
carefully matching clients with exceptional private
hire companions, caregivers, and nurses.

It Takes Experience to
Hire Exceptional Care

•

Are you looking for exceptional “concierge
level” home care services in the New York City
or the surrounding areas?

o you want all the benefits of private-hire care
• Dwithout
sacrificing the ease and support of a
home care agency?

If you said “yes,” we have created a hybrid model
of care with you in mind. We offer personal and
concierge-level service while matching clients with
the highest caliber private-hire caregivers. With our
optional Employer Protection Plan we remove many
of the burdens associated with being an employer.
Our mission is to ensure that our clients have all
of the benefits of private hire care with the highest
level of personal support and customer satisfaction.

•

 e listen to your specific needs and thoughtW
fully match several high-caliber candidates
suitable to your unique situation.

Caregivers are presented to you for
consideration by way of bios and photos.

CONTROL—over match, costs, responsibilities

•
•
•
•

Y
 ou choose the caregiver who best meets
your needs.

Y
 ou negotiate the rate and set the schedule
directly with the caregiver.

Y
 ou determine the tasks and responsibilities
of the caregiver.

Y
 our privately hired caregiver is able to
perform tasks that typical home care agency
caregivers are prohibited from doing.

QUALITY—from experienced professionals

•
•
•
•

C
 andidates are interviewed in person by
an HHCA prinicpal after an extensive
application process.
We meticulously screen, verify references,
and perform nationwide background checks
on all applicants. Only a small percentage
who apply meet our high standards.

W
 e provide you with information, guidance,
and support on employer requirements.

W
 e provide ongoing assistance in finding
additional staffing support and coverage as
needed, saving you valuable time.

Peace of Mind

•

C
 lients are able to develop long-term relationships with caregivers and enjoy significantly
lower staff turnover, which supports continuity
of care.

This bundled package adds an hourly or daily
surcharge to the payroll and simplifies and
automates the entire process of being an employer.
Payments are typically made by electronic
bank payment (ACH) at no added cost, which is
accessed on a secure, fully automated, and userfriendly website. The PPP also provides additional
and highly valuable benefits that are not usually
available in typical private hire arrangements, thus
making this such a unique, safe and “best of all
worlds” offering:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timekeeping (with GPS location verification);
Nationwide background checks and rigorous,
previous-employment reference checks;
WC/DB guidance and quote generation;
LTC claims processing;
Full-service payroll, tax withholding and filing;
Ongoing caregiver replacements and coverage
(i.e., vacations, illnesses, etc.);
Our highly responsive, concierge office support.

to get started, call us at

646-240-4888

